COMMUNITY NAVIGATION PROGRAM

WHAT?
2-hour Mobility Training Program taught by New Horizons Rehabilitation Services instructors that provides classroom instructions and assistance to people learning how to ride Regional Transit buses. Program is held on the second Monday of each month for a group of 6-8 individuals.

After completing the classroom instructions, a group practice route will take place to ride the local Smart Bus with the guidance of New Horizons’ instructors.

WHERE?
The classroom instructions will take place at the Michigan Rehabilitation Services (MRS) Oak Park office or at the Michigan Rehabilitation Services (MRS) Pontiac office’s designated location.

COST?
$500 per person
(includes 2-hour classroom instruction, group practice route and 1-month bus pass)

**One-on-One Instruction available for $150 per person within 10-miles of their residence**

PLEASE CONTACT MICHELLE JANNESS TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
248-340-0559, ext. 1115